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!I THE FISH

The ûrst fish
f ever caught
would not lie down
quiet in the pail
but flailed and sucked
at the burning
amazement of the air
and died
in the slow pouring off
of rainbóws. Later
I opened his body and separated
the flesh from the bones
and ate him. Now the sea
is in me: I am the fish, the fish
glitters in me; we are
risen, tangled together, certain to fall
back to the sea. Out of pain,
and pain, and more pain
we feed this feverish plo! we are nourished
by the mystery.

¡I HONEY AT THE TABLE

It fills you with the soft
essence of vanished flowers, it becomes
a trickle sharp as a hair that you follow
from the honey pot over the table

and out the door and over the ground,
and all the while it thickens,

grows deeper and wilder, edgeil
with pine boughs and wet boulders,
pawprints of bobcat and bear, until

deep in the forest you
shuffie up some tree, you rip the bark,

you float into and swallow the dripping combs,

bits of the tree, crushed bees - a taste
composed of everything lost, in which everything
lost is found.
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X CROSSING TIIE SWAMP

Here is the endless

wet thick
cosmos, the center

of everything - the nugget
of dense sap, branching

vines, the dark burred
faintly belching

bogs. Here
is sutør.np,here

is struggle,
closure -

pathless, seamless,
peerless mud. My bones

knock together at the pale
joints, trying

for foothold, frngerhold,
mindhold over

such slick crossings, deep
hipholes, hummocks

that sink silently
into the black, slack

earthsoup. I feel
not wet so much as

painted and glittered
with the fat grassy

mires, the rich
and succulent marro\Ms

of earth-a poor
dry stick given

one more chance by the whims

of swamp water- a bough
that still, after all these years,

could take root,
sprout, branch out, bud-

make of its life a breathing
palace of leaves.
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If HUMPBACKS

â

There is, a1l around us,

this country
of original fire.

You know what I mean.

The sk¡ after-all, stops at nothing, so something
has to be holding

our bodies
in its rich and timeless stables or else

we would fly away.

Off Stellwagen
off the Cape,
the humpbacks rise. Carrying their tonnage

of barnacles and joy
they leap through the water, they nuzzle back under it
like children
at play.

They sing, too.

And not for any reason

you can't imagine.
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Three of them
rise to the surface near the bow of the boat,

then dive
deeply, their huge flukes
tossed to the air.

We wait. Suddenly
they smash through the surface, rising
shining ton after shining ton, Iifting
their bodies swiftly and with a trumpeting sound

into the air, rising
like nothing you've ever seen before-
like the dawn
of the fifth morning - rising
with the sea boiling around them, rising
free of the water

It

then crashing back, tumbling and. trumpeting,

and we all fail back
together into that wet frre, You
know what I mean.

Tf

I know a captain who has seen them

playing with seaweed, tossing

the slippery lengths of it into the air.

I know a whale that will come to the boat whenever

she can, and nudge it gently along the bow

with her long flipper.

I know several lives worth living
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Listen, whatever it is you try
to do with your life, nothing will ever dazzle you

like the dreams of your body,

its spirit
longing to fly while the dead-weight bones

toss their dark mane and hurrY
back into the frelds of glittering fire

where everything,
even the great whale,

throbs with song.

X A MEETING

She steps into the dark swamP

where the long wait ends'

The secret sliPPerY Package
drops to the weeds.

She leans her long neck and tongues it
between breaths slack with exhaustion

and after a while it rises and becomes a creature

like her, but much smaller'

So now there are two. And they walk together

like a dream under the trees'

In early June, at the edge of a field

thick with pink ancl yellow flowers

I meet them.

I can onlY stare.

She is the most beautiful woman

I have ever seen.

tobe utterþ
wild.

Her child leaPs among the flowers,

the blue of the skY falls over me

like silk, the flowers burn, and I want

to live my life all over again, to begin again'
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